The Oklahoma city bombing killed 168 people of which 19 were children under the age of 6, The
Newtown Connecticut shooting killed 26 people of which 20 were children a month has passed
and nothing significant has been done to protect our schools, nothing significant to protect our
children, the following paragraph has been taken from wikipedia.org the reference is at the
bottom of the paragraph.
In the weeks following the bombing the federal government ordered that all federal
buildings in all major cities be surrounded with prefabricated Jersey barriers to prevent
similar attacks.As part of a longer-term plan for United States federal building
security most of those temporary barriers have since been replaced with permanent
security barriers, which look more attractive and are driven deep into the ground for
sturdiness. Furthermore, all new federal buildings must now be constructed with truckresistant barriers and with deep setbacks from surrounding streets to minimize their
vulnerability to truck bombs. FBI buildings, for instance, must be set back 100 feet
(30 m) from traffic. The total cost of improving security in federal buildings across the
country in response to the bombing reached over $600 million.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma_City_bombing

In this paragraph the government ORDERED buildings to be SURROUNDED with Jersey
barriers to PREVENT similar attacks.
I have listened to politicians talk and talk but have not heard anyone give the ORDER to
SURROUND our schools SURROUND our children with protection to PREVENT similar
attacks.
I have heard nothing but politics, nothing but personal agenda's, how many more must die? how
many more DEFENSELESS children must die before you accept
it is the HUMAN who does these acts of horror not the object.
I am NOT in support of any proposed legislation that does not directly impact the issue
I am NOT in support of restricting law abiding citizens with gun laws that doesn't solve the
problem
I am NOT in support of providing a path of least resistance for the Criminal.
I am in favor of bullet proofing our schools
I am in favor of eliminating Gun Free Zones
I am in favor of allowing teachers the option of defending our children and themselves.
I am in favor in paying higher taxes to have full time ARMED Police Officers at every Gun
Free Zone.
I look forward to hearing your thought’s
Harold Douglas
New Britain, Connecticut

